Opening remarks:  
Professor Shmuel Feiner (Chair, The Historical Society of Israel)  

Mapping a Complex Field  
Professor Todd Endelman (University of Michigan)  
Dr Hannah Ewence (University of Chester)  
Professor Tony Kushner (University of Southampton)  
Dr Avinoam Yuval-Naeh (Tel Aviv University)  
Short comment by Professor Miri Rubin (Queen Mary University of London) and discussion  

Research in Practice – emergent histories in short  
Ms Rachel Misrati (Bar Ilan University)  
Ms Sophie Wilson (Queen Mary University of London)  
Dr Alysa Levene (Oxford Brookes University)  
Dr David Dee (University of Chester)  
Ms Emilie Wiedemann (Birkbeck University of London)  
Professor Abigail Green (University of Oxford)  
Summary by Professor David Feldman (Birkbeck) and discussion  

Register in advance for this meeting:  
https://zoom.us/meeting/register/tJMtd0-srT0sHtyFt5tempb0WJpjZy8X9syE